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ABOUT PHONE HOUSE 

Phone House is a company that offers services for the home and people and

since 1997 leads the telecommunications services, selling terminals and

operator connections. The multi-brand company, belonging to DOMINION, is

committed to an omnichannel strategy and has more than five hundred

stores managed by more than 2,000 people, whose technology experts advise

the client to offer the device, the rate and the services most suited to their

needs. Phone House receives more than 35 million visits per year in physical

stores and 30 million in the web . 
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phonehouse.es.

https://searchnode.net/
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THE CHALLENGE  
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Limited Site Search Functionality

Users may appreciate the rapid response of an autocomplete feature, but

this ease of use did not extend to the rest of the site’s search capabilities.  

Since Phonehouse.es operates across many branches throughout Spain and

on a global scale, it was important to them from a business perspective to

improve their site search and return relevant and local results to users in a

timely and accurate fashion. 

 

Prior to using SearchNode, Phonehouse.es was using a site search engine

that was limited in scope in terms of its solution offerings. The previous site

search provider revolves around the autocomplete feature, which, as its

name implies, quickly completes a user’s search query for them when they

type. Unfortunately, this ease of use did not extend to the actual search

results page, where users encountered other challenges, including:

Irrelevant Filtering Results

Users were not able to accurately and consistently filter products based on

specific criteria.  

Poor Spanish Language Support

For example, when searching "accesorios para tablet", search results were

returning tablets, not accessories.

Poor Search Relevancy

When searching for “android movil”, previous site search did not return any

phones, but rather returned results like SD cards, batteries and other non-

relevant products. 

https://searchnode.net/
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Unfortunately, many “out of the box” search solutions like this are quite

limited in terms of features, as well as language support. The previous site

search had an autocomplete function, however it was not able to filter results

efficiently, nor did it fully support Spanish language searches.   

 

The ease of use of an autocomplete function did not carry over into the full

search experience -- the kind of experience that users receive from sites like

Amazon or Google. Such limited site search functionalities may work well

enough for a small e-commerce site with a few thousand search queries per

month, but it most certainly does not work well for larger e-commerce

enterprises.  

 

Needless to say, Phonehouse.es saw an opportunity to improve their search

and focus on creating an attractive user experience, so they made the switch

to SearchNode. 

The clunky user interface resulted in greater frustration for users and for

Phonehouse.es’ programming team, fixes to the search engine had to be

done manually, resulting in a lot of hardcoded “fly by night” fixes rather than

a long-term solution.  

Hardcoded “quick fixes” in Place of a Long-term Solution

https://searchnode.net/


 

“One of the most important reasons why we elected
SearchNode for our e-commerce site solution is that our
previous search engine wasn’t providing our users with

the best possible search experience. Thanks to the great
technical support, we were able to make the transition to
SearchNode within just a few days. From the very start,
we saw major improvements. Not only were customers

using the search more and finding what they were looking
for, but we could see that SearchNode could also work
with us one-on-one to leverage its search qualities and

help us get more out of our range of products.”

Ecommerce Specialist at PhoneHouse 

A DEDICATED CUSTOM SITE SEARCH SOLUTION

Alice Mancuso 
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A DEDICATED CUSTOM SITE SEARCH SOLUTION 
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By using SearchNode, Phonehouse.es was able to see a significant, ongoing

improvement not only with their site search interface and results, but in

terms of customer retention and an improved user experience as well.

A Dedicated Team of Search Experts

SearchNode took the core competencies and capabilities of their e-

commerce site search SaaS, and created a completely unique, wholly

integrated site search for Phonehouse.es. SearchNode then continually

monitored user searches for performance, relevance and accuracy while

working with the Phonehouse.es team to continually refine the user

experience.  

A Customized Solution that’s Built on Actionable Metrics

By creating a site search implementation that’s focused around

Phonehouse.es’ own business goals, website structure and user behavior, the

company can see measurable improvements that continue over time.  

Integration

The process of fully integrating a custom site search solution into an existing

e-commerce setup comes with a variety of challenges. SearchNode’s team of

engineers and product managers were able to complete the process

efficiently while ensuring maximum search effectiveness for Phonehouse.es’

shoppers. This three-pronged approach included.

https://searchnode.net/


INTEGRATION 
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1. Advanced Data Processing

This involves a deep and complex understanding of products and algorithms

to be able to quickly and accurately process information available while

returning relevant results based on the user’s input.  

 

 2. Customized User-interface Design

A friendly, welcoming user interface gets more searches than one that

appears too technical and cumbersome. Both the autocomplete and search

results pages were given a more user-friendly cosmetic upgrade, resulting in

over 100% more user searches using the new interface. 

3. Merchandising Algorithms

By taking the time to understand which products should feature prominently

within Phonehouse.es’ results, SearchNode struck the delicate balance

between search relevancy and search merchandising, resulting in products

that not only matched the user’s query, but may also result in higher

conversions and higher profits for Phonehouse.es

 

https://searchnode.net/


RESULTS 
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-5.14%

REDUCTION IN A BOUNCE RATE USER EXPERIENCE IMPROVEMENT

INCREASE IN SESSIONS WITH SEARCHES

Phonehouse.es was able to enjoy immediate improvements after their

SearchNode implementation, including over a 5% reduction in bounce rate, as

well as a nearly 130% increase in user sessions with searches. With more

people searching and finding what they need, Phonehouse.es is able to enjoy

greater customer retention and an improved user experience throughout their

online store.

+130%

UX

https://searchnode.net/


KEY ADVANTAGES OF USING SEARCHNODE

SITE SEARCH 

Customized Solution 

Site Search that Continues to Learn and Improve
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Rapid Site Search Transition and Deployment 

Rather than waiting weeks or even months to deploy their new site search

solution, Phonehouse.es was able to experience the full spectrum of benefits

of using SearchNode within days.  

In addition to these measurable improvements, SearchNode was also able

to solve several considerable challenges posed by the previous site search

solution.  

Because SearchNode monitors user behavior with regard to searches, the

solution is able to confidently and continually optimize product rankings in

search results for greater accuracy and precision through intelligent machine-

learning algorithms that have been built from the ground up to maximize

click-through and conversion rates.  

Because Phonehouse.es has multiple locations within a given country,

SearchNode search experts suggested implementing a custom search

solution that allowed for true omni-channel results. Typing ‘Madrid” into the

search would provide the user with a listing of all Phonehouse.es stores in

Madrid, for example. 

Smart Query Suggestions

This detailed feature mimics the ease of use that shoppers enjoy from sites like

Amazon or Google, where relevant queries are returned based on the first

letters that the user types into the search box. Through the use of natural-

language-processing algorithms and data processing algorithms, relevant

search suggestions are extracted based on existing product information.  

https://searchnode.net/


KEY ADVANTAGES OF USING SEARCHNODE

SITE SEARCH 

Intelligent Autocomplete with Relevant Results 
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While the previous search solution was centered around an autocomplete

feature, SearchNode was able to bring the next level of autocomplete

accuracy to Phonehouse.es by integrating a smarter autocomplete feature

along with more relevant, precise and accurate results.  

 

This meant that when searching “Android movil”, the resulting search would

return Android mobile phones rather than accessories. Likewise, searching

“accesorios para tablet” would return tablet accessories rather than simply

homing in on the “tablet” part of the search as the previous search engine did.  

Spanish Language Support with Custom Stemming

Custom stemming allows for a more intuitive, grammatically-accurate search

in the Spanish language. Improvements in Spanish-language-based

algorithms allow for the introduction of various cases and forms of words that

a user may search for, with a site search that understands perfectly.  

https://searchnode.net/


Analytics Reporting 

Synonyms & Hyponyms
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Proactive Automated Search Assistant  

This feature proactively assists customers throughout their search experience,

tracking their individual user journey and intelligently suggesting alternative

products based on the user’s specific search query and the system’s own self-

learned patterns.  

The robust grammatical system within SearchNode is smart enough to

understand that completely different words can have a similar meaning, but

this isn’t always the case. For example, all smartphone are phones, but not all

phones are smartphones. If the user searches for phones, smartphones will be

included in the results, however if the user searches for smartphones, not all

phones will be included in the results, because not all of them have

smartphone capabilities.  

Robust, real-time analytics allowed the Phonehouse.es team to identify

trending products and provide a proactive response, rather than a reactive

one. The team was able to watch trends while optimizing marketing

campaigns, updating pricing and maximizing exposure from the buzz of

trending products.  

 

Contextual Filtering

By building a dedicated custom solution for Phonehouse.es, SearchNode

performed advanced data processing, that made data clean, consistent and

organized for contextual filters. This enabled users to filter search results using

attributes like price, brand, size, type or other and narrow down to the most

relevant one.  

 

KEY ADVANTAGES OF USING SEARCHNODE

SITE SEARCH 

https://searchnode.net/


Tom Stefanowski 

CONTACT

YOUR ECOMMERCE BUSINESS PARTNER 

Rather than “renting” search from a third-party provider, Phonehouse.es

benefits from having SearchNode as a partner. By relying on SearchNode’s

impressive full-service capabilities, Phonehouse.es also gets a consulting

team of search experts on-hand that can provide ongoing support and bug

fixes, as well as constant monitoring and improvement of search features.  

 

This level of one-on-one guidance, improvement and customization simply

isn’t available from “out of the box” solutions. This allows SearchNode to

concentrate on creating advanced, user-friendly, scalable solution for every

client. 

 

With so many reasons to improve your own site search, now is the time to

focus on smarter, better, more intuitive results for your customers. Contact   

info@searchnode.net 

Vytauto pr. 23, Kaunas, Lithuania, 44352

www.searchnode.net

SearchNode today to learn more.

https://searchnode.net/
https://searchnode.net/
https://searchnode.net/

